Blue Bird Vision

Blue Bird Vision is a bus that is manufactured and marketed by Blue Bird Corporation in North America and exported worldwide in production since 2003. The Blue Bird Vision is a high-floor type C school bus and successor to the Blue Bird CV200. The vision was launched in 2003 and uses Blue Bird's first dedicated type, the Blue Bird Vision comes with options air brakes 671 engine 6 cylinders basic information year 2017 make blue bird model vision trim 44 stock number 188711 vin 1bakcckh87f326318 condition. Blue Bird Vision features a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. The Blue Bird Vision is a bus that is manufactured and marketed by Blue Bird Corporation in North America and exported worldwide. Blue Bird Vision offers the most powertrain options and fuel choices on the market and our vision school bus is no exception. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation. Blue Bird Vision offers a complete line of Type A, C, and D school buses in a variety of options and configurations since 1927. Blue Bird Corporation has continued to set the standard for innovation and safety in school transportation.
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